ST. THOMAS SCHOOL
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CBSE Affiliation No. 1130875

CURRICULUM
Affiliated to CBSE, New Delhi vide no. 1130875, the school follows the
curriculum and rules laid down by CBSE. Syllabus and curriculum transaction
plan is implicit with honesty and academic integrity. St. Thomas School,
Runde follows the NCERT books as prescribed by the CBSE. Link:
www.ncert.nic.in. We refer to inform system of assessment and report cards
for class as I to IX from academic year 2019-20 is online. Students studying
in Central Board of Secondary Education are assessed in two areas:
Scholastic: In this students are focused on core academic areas. All the
main subjects like social science, science, maths and language subjects are
taught to them.
Co-scholastic: This area includes other activities such as games, sports,
art, music, craftwork etc which are essential for the development of a
student. This has been added to make students healthy and fit as it leads to
better learning.
The academic year of the Scholastic areas is divided into two terms which
are Term 1 and Term 2 and two types of tests which are Formative
Assessment and Summative Assessment are conducted to evaluate the
academic subjects.
St. Thomas School, Runde firmly believe in the philosophy of "the success is
not an absence of failure but overcoming it". We prepare our students at our
school by training them to accept and be ok with failure, tolerate feeling
frustrated and confused, question one's belief about talent and episodic
foresight. We impart value-based education, effective transaction plans,
numerous and varied opportunities through curricular, co-curricular and
extracurricular activities which have helped us to establish ourselves as one
of the most preferred schools in titwala and surrounding areas. We firmly
believe in providing highly enriching educational experiences to all students.
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